BENEFITS OF INTEGRATING
ERP TO INDUSTRIAL MACHINES
IMPROVING PRODUCT AND QUALITY, ELIMINATING WASTE AND
DRIVING NEW LEVELS OF CUSTOMER RESPONSE AND FLEXIBILITY.
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The shop floor is perhaps the most
important area for industrial manufacturers.
Unfortunately, the shop floor is often
disconnected from the rest of the business.
Integrating the entire business, from the
back office to the shop floor brings benefits
that truly propel a business forward to new
opportunity and benefit.

The shop floor. It’s where the real work gets done,
turning ideas into products that, in turn, lead to
opportunity and revenue.

empowered to new levels of business visibility and
informed decision making—fixing deficiencies, often
before they become a problem.

In recent decades, manufacturers have focused on
implementing and enriching their enterprise resource
planning (ERP) environments to operate business
better and grow profitability.

If your ERP systems are greater than ____ years old,
or if you’ve made recent upgrades in manufacturing
machine automation, it’s to your benefit that you
consider a new, modern and “manufacturing ready”
business solution. A system that enables:

At the same time, businesses have implemented
proprietary, closed networks of industrial machines
that contribute to performance measurement,
product quality, overall production and maintenance.
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Real-time tracking of raw materials to
finished products
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Waste elimination by measuring and
capturing yield statistics
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Prior ERP systems were difficult to integrate.
Past generation production systems were based
on proprietary standards that were also hard to
integrate. A lot has happened in the last several years
that solves this problem.

Proactive machine maintenance through
active run and cycle time capture
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Better machine and master schedule
synchronization and change management
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Today’s, modern ERP systems have extended
frameworks designed for integrating industrial
machines.—extending information, business
processes, workflows, transactions and reporting
across the entire manufacturing business.

Improved manufacturing quality and realtime degradation monitoring
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Continuous manufacturing improvement
and optimal resource application

Unfortunately there often remains a significant
disconnect between proprietary shop floor systems
and the business.

The result is a near-perfect production process,
freeing operators to focus on value-added activities.
Also, as shop floor information is integrated into the
business, real-time traceability and machine output
snapshots become a reality. And management is

Want to know how to benefit from shop floor and ERP
technology integration? You need an independent,
experienced and skilled CLEARADVOCATE on your
team—right from the start!
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